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National Inventors Hall of Fame 
Alderson recognized as a pioneer in developing the automotive 
crash test dummy which is estimated to have saved over 300,000 
lives since 1960.

20
13Regarded as a highly 

respected physicist and 
engineer, Alderson 

revolutionized the aerospace,  
automotive, and medical 
industries by producing 

reliable anthropomorphic test 
dummies (ATD) with his 
ingenuity and innovation. 

Samuel W. Alderson 
Radiology Support Devices, Inc. 
Alderson founded RSD to meet the industry demand for 
anthropomorphic phantoms and soon after introduced Pixy, 
serving as the worldwide standard for teaching and training 
radiological technologists for over 30 years. 
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The Pioneer 
of Phantoms 

RSD Phantoms 
A Deeply Rooted History 

Founded by Samuel W. Alderson, the Inventor of the Crash 
Test Dummy and Anthropomorphic Test Devices
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Introduction of Sierra Sam 
Made in collaboration with Sierra Engineering Co. for the 
aerospace industry, Sierra Sam became the ancestor of all 
crash test dummies and an inspiration for auto safety. 
 

 

Alderson Research Laboratories 
Alderson developed ATDs to test parachutes and ejection 
seats, measure radiation levels and test the safety of NASA’s 
planned water landing of Apollo. 
 

 

First Crash Test Dummy 
Created for front crash testing, VIP led to future enhancements 
for crash test dummies and car designs, but more importantly 
countless lives saved. 
 

 

First Medical Phantom 
Soon after starting ARL, Alderson created the RANDO phantom 
to guide radiation treatments for cancer. 

 

Present Day 
RSD continues to be the industry 
leader with customizable, educational, 
and QC solutions for the global medical 
diagnostic and radiation therapy 
community. 
 
rsdphantoms.com 
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Submit a custom inquiry to RSD or an authorized RSD Dealer today: 
rsdphantoms.com/contact 

310.518.0527

Continued Ingenuity 
& Innovation 

Trusted for decades, RSD specializes in the handcrafted 
 development of phantoms and support devices 

used in the medical industry and across the globe
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Customizable Solutions 
DESIGNED WITH RSD’S PROVEN RESULTS

From product enhancements to custom-built solutions, RSD is your 
trusted partner for product design, engineering, and manufacturing for 
all imaging modalities. Founded in revolutionary product development, 
RSD employs the progressive use of molding, 3D printing capability, and 
advanced modeling allowing for limitless product possibilities tailored 
to your needs. 

Recognized as the global standard for training radiological technologists, 
RSD phantoms provide realistic anatomical detail and multimodality, 
high-fidelity imaging that delivers quantifiable data. With an exceptional 
focus on usability and clinical accuracy, RSD is trusted industrywide to 
provide dynamic and highly customizable phantoms to meet imaging, 
training, and therapy needs. 

Imaging Reimagined 
OVER 10,000 RSD PHANTOMS IN USE WORLDWIDE

For over 30 years, RSD has combined Alderson’s pioneer  inventions with 
modern innovations that exceed user needs and industry expectations. Our 
expert team of engineers has perfected the design and construction of 
our lifelike bone simulation technology, thereby setting the standard for 
realistic imaging. All RSD products are custom-made in the USA, 
rigorously tested for quality assurance, and guaranteed with a 2-year 
limited warranty.

Skilled Technique 
DEVELOPED BY SAMUEL W. ALDERSON

https://rsdphantoms.com
https://rsdphantoms.com/contact
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Don’t Go Phantom. Let’s Get Started! 
Complete our quote request form to have an expert RSD technician contact you: 

rsdphantoms.com/contact-rsd 

2022 Product Catalog 
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• Anthropomorphic phantom disassembles into 9 parts 
• Small size and low weight simplify positioning 
• Unlimited repetition of most views for which patients 

cannot be used 
• Provides valid feedback to evaluate trainee performance 
• Designed to image any clinical view 

(AP, oblique, lateral, frog legs, etc.) 
• Custom pathologies and traumas available 

Take-Apart Pixy  

6

IDEAL SUBSTITUTE FOR TEACHING 
& TRAINING RADIOLOGICAL  
TECHNOLOGISTS 
 
Offered in opaque or transparent, Take-Apart Pixy is an anatomically 
and radiologically correct female designed specifically for training 
radiologic technologists. At 5’ 1” (156 cm) weighing 105 lb. (48 
kg), Take-Apart Pixy is a repeatable, convenient substitute for       
patients and virtually indestructible. 
 
Take-Apart Pixy may be ordered with or without abdominal and 
pelvic organs: stomach, gall bladder, urinary  bladder, kidneys, 
rectum, and sigmoid flexure. The organs are air-filled but accept 
water or contrast media that can be easily flushed after use. Custom 
pathologies and traumas available at an additional cost. 
 
Built with soft-tissue mold and skeleton molds that are matched 
for anatomic fidelity, Take-Apart Pixy permits unlimited exposures, 
demonstrates the effects of changing technical factors, and allows 
for evaluation of student performance. Students have no difficulty 
in maneuvering Take-Apart Pixy into most desired positions as the 
phantom is built to tolerate trainee errors. 
 
Take-Apart Pixy is used to demonstrate anatomy and evaluate       
positioning and imaging techniques, including kVp, mAs, contrast, 
optical density, digital processing, OFD and TFD. Made of tissue-
equivalent materials and life-like articulations, Take-Apart Pixy is 
more realistic than a cadaveric skeleton with radiographs that are 
optically equivalent in density and contrast to human patients. 
 
C1, C2, C6, and C7 were converted to mechanical nylon joints                  
because educators in the field prefer full positioning capabilities 
for the head. This design permits the remaining neck vertebrae to 
be fixed in a normal position, while assuring a full range of head              
motion. 

https://rsdphantoms.com
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The skull of Take-Apart Pixy has frontal and sphenoidal sinuses, ethmoidal and mastoid air 
cells, and the auditory ossicles. Bone sutures are radiographically visible. 
 
Soft tissues are available in opaque or transparent tissue-equivalent materials. The               
transparent Take-Apart Pixy has visible organs and skeleton. 
 
Take-Apart Pixy lungs are molded of tissue-equivalent foam with the mass density of inflated 
human lungs (0.30 g/cc). They are connected to the oro-nasal cavity by the stem bronchi and 
trachea. The oro-nasal pharynx is filled with a nearly air-equivalent foam. 

Publication References: 1) Xu Q, Tong X, Lin M, et al. Time and frequency to observe fiducial markers in                                          
MLC-modulated fields during prostate IMRT/VMAT beam delivery. Phys Med. 2020;76:142-149. DOI: 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ejmp.2020.06.026. 2) Paysan P. et al. (2020) Deep Learning Methods for Image Guidance in Radiation 
Therapy. In: Schilling FP., Stadelmann T. (eds) Artificial Neural Networks in Pattern Recognition. ANNPR 2020. Lecture Notes 
in Computer Science, vol 12294. Springer, Cham. DOI: https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-58309-5_1. 3)Holmström A.             
Radiography Students' Learning of Plain X-Ray Examinations in Simulation Laboratory Exercises: An Ethnographic Research. 
Journal of Medical Imaging and Radiation Sciences. 2019 Dec. DOI: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmir.2019.07.005. 

Contact RSD or an authorized RSD Dealer for custom pathologies and traumas. 

RS‐105T Transparent with NO Fill Ports and NO Organs

Packing Size Packing Weight
152W x 69D x 84H cm 111 kg

60W x 27D x 33H in 245 lb.

Applications 
 

Teaching & training 
of patient positioning 

 
Image quality 

 
Diagnostic radiology 

 
Dosimetry verification 

 
Protocol verification

Modalities 
 

CT 
 

X-Ray 
 

Fluoroscopy

Anatomy 
 

Shoulders have ball 
and socket joints 

 
Elbows and knees flex 

90° to 100° 
 

A “frog position” is 
possible at the hips 

 
Right hand is molded 

with fingers positioned 
for an AP view 

 
Left hand is in an  

oblique-lateral position 
 

Feet are in natural position

RSD Soft Tissue RSD Cortical Bone RSD Trabecular Bone
• • •

Model No. Product Description
RS‐103 Opaque with Fill Ports and Organs

RS‐103T Transparent with Fill Ports and Organs
RS‐104 Opaque with Organs but NO Fill Ports

RS‐104T Transparent with Organs but NO Fill Ports
RS‐105 Opaque with NO Fill Ports and NO Organs

Model Numbers

Materials

Specifications

See page 30 for more information. 
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PIXY (RS-102) REFURBISHMENT  
Standard Pixy Refurbishment 
services for RS-102 include:

 
PIXY UPGRADE PROGRAM 
Out with the old. In with the new.  
Are you ready for an upgrade? 

 
From the original Alderson Pixy Phantom 
to RSD’s Take-Apart Pixy, we continue to 
advance & improve the 40-year strong       
industry standard. Trainees will directly 
benefit from Take-Apart Pixy’s improved 
positioning, the convenience of disassembly, 
ease of storage/transportation, and the 
elimination of latex and gel features. 
Continue to invest in the best and              
upgrade your Pixy today! 
 
Contact RSD or an authorized 
RSD Dealer for more details 
about the Pixy Upgrade Program. 

Take-Apart CT Pixy  

• Replacement of the foam and skin 
       of cervical spine 
• Disassembly, inspection, assembly and 

repacking with "soft tissue" joint gel 
in elbows, knees & pelvis 

• Replacement of skin on elbows, 
knees, and pelvis 

• Replacement of shoulder straps 
• Tightening of all joints as required 
• Repair of minor breakage of 

fingers and toes 
• Correction of all minor 

cosmetic damage 
• Repainting of the Phantom 
• Replace wig 
• Replace sweatsuit 
• Repair shipping case as required 

TAKE-APART PIXY WITH ADDITIONAL 
ORGANS AND CIRCLE OF WILLIS 
 
In addition to the stomach, gall bladder, urinary bladder, kidneys, rectum, 
and sigmoid flexure, Take-Apart CT Pixy additionally includes lungs, 
heart, liver, ureters, large intestine, esophagus, Circle of Willis, and a 
storage case. Take-Apart CT Pixy may also be ordered with or without 
fill ports.  See pages 6-7 for more information about Take-Apart Pixy.

Model No. Product Description
RS‐103CT Opaque with Fill Ports and Organs
RS‐104CT Opaque with Organs but NO Fill Ports

RSD Soft  
Tissue

RSD Cortical 
Bone

RSD Trabecular 
Bone

• • •

Packing Size Packing Weight
152W x 69D x 84H cm 111 kg

60W x 27D x 33H in 245 lb.

Model Numbers

Materials

Specifications

See page 30 for more information. 
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Domestic Violence 
Take-Apart Pixy

ANTHROPOMORPHIC TRAINING & TEACHING PHANTOM 
WITH 16 PATHOLOGIES AND TRAUMAS AVAILABLE 
•       Phantom disassembles into 9 parts  
•       Ideal substitute for teaching and training radiological technologists 
•       Small size and low weight simplify positioning 
•       Unlimited repetition of most views for which patients cannot be used 
•       Provides valid feedback to evaluate trainee performance 
•      Designed to image any clinical view (AP, oblique, lateral, frog legs, etc.) 
 
Designed with the expert assistance of Judy McNitt-Mell, RSD’s Domestic Violence Take-Apart Pixy is an anatomically 
and radiologically correct female designed specifically for training radiologic technologists. At 5’ 1” (156 cm) weighing 
105 lb. (48 kg), Domestic Violence Take-Apart Pixy is a repeatable, convenient substitute for patients and virtually 
indestructible. 
 
Domestic Violence Take-Apart Pixy may be ordered with or without abdominal and pelvic organs: stomach, gall bladder, 
urinary  bladder, kidneys, rectum, and sigmoid flexure. The organs are air-filled but accept water or contrast media 
that can be easily flushed after use. Custom pathologies and traumas available at an additional cost. 
 
Built with soft-tissue mold and skeleton molds that are matched for anatomic fidelity, Domestic Violence Take-Apart 
Pixy permits unlimited exposures, demonstrates the effects of changing technical factors, and allows for evaluation 
of student performance. Students have no difficulty in maneuvering Domestic Violence Take-Apart Pixy into most 
desired positions as the phantom is built to tolerate trainee errors.  

PATHOLOGIES AND TRAUMAS  
Head            Displacement of mandibular condyle fracture 
                      Separate fracture of left frontal zygomatic bone 
                      Step deformity of left infraorbital rim 
                      Mandible fracture with missing bone 
                      Fracture of nasal bone 
 
Neck            C4+C5 compression fracture 
 
Body            Glenoid Fracture left scapular 
                      Fracture of lateral right ribs 6+7 
                      Fracture of left ribs 8+9 mediolateral 
                      Right 12 rib fracture 
 
Arm              Displaced fracture of left radius and ulna, midshaft 
                      Left hand 3rd and 4th metacarpals shattered 
                      Proximal tibia fracture with multiple bone fragment 
                      Right minimally displaced distal fibula fracture 
 
Pelvis           Displaced pubic ramus fracture right and left 
 
Foot             Right displaced angle fracture in calcaneus bone 

Packing Size Packing Weight
152W x 69D x 84H cm 111 kg

60W x 27D x 33H in 245 lb.

RSD Soft  
Tissue

RSD Cortical  
Bone

RSD Trabecular 
Bone

• • •

Model No. Product Description
RS‐106T Transparent with NO Fill Ports, 

includes storage case

Model Numbers

Materials

Specifications

See page 30 for more information. 
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Wounded Willy & 
Damaged Debbie 

TEACHING & TRAINING PHANTOMS FOR 
MILITARY & CIVILIAN FIELD HOSPITALS 
& EMERGENCY ROOMS 

The concept of grouping a large number of casualties in two teaching/training phantoms was  
originated by the Fleet Hospital & Operations Training Center in Camp Pendleton, California. 
Wounded Willy & Damaged Debbie were designed and constructed by RSD. 

These phantoms yield radiographs resembling those of a human body with human technical 
factors and limited artifacts, articulated to enable basic views to be presented, and with an 
appropriate level of human anatomy. They are well-balanced patient substitutes for basic 
training of radiologic technologists, particularly in military or emergency room environments. 

At 5’ 1” (156 cm) tall, weighing 105 lb. (48 kg), Willy & Debbie match the size and weight of 
RSD’s Take-Apart Pixy. Technologists must learn to work with patients of all sizes and weights, 
so a smaller adult-size phantom is as valid for training as a larger phantom, and position is 
facilitated. 

Both Willy & Debbie demonstrate and evaluate positioning and imaging techniques, including 
kVp, mAs, contrast, optical density, OFD and TFD. Their radiographs are optically equivalent 
to humans in density and contrast. 

Packing Size Packing Weight
206W x 81D x 64H cm 120 kg

81W x 32D x 25H in 265 lb.

RSD Soft Tissue RSD Cortical Bone RSD Trabecular Bone
• • •

Model Numbers

Materials

Specifications

See page 30 for more information. 

• 59 pathologies and traumas
available between Willy & Debbie

• Unlimited repetition of views
without human exposure

• Radiographs that permit evaluation
of trainee performance

Model No. Product Description
RS‐600TA Wounded Willy & Damaged Debbie, Opaque, Take‐Apart
RS‐601TA Wounded Willy, Opaque, Take‐Apart
RS‐602TA Damaged Debbie, Opaque, Take‐Apart

RS‐600TTA Wounded Willy & Damaged Debbie, Transparent, Take‐Apart
RS‐601TTA Wounded Willy, Transparent, Take‐Apart
RS‐602TTA Damaged Debbie, Transparent, Take‐Apart

See chart for available pathologies and traumas. 

10
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No Willy or Debbie Description Side External Markings
‐01 Willy Metallic fragment in orbit R None
‐02 Willy Multiple fragments lower face N/A None
‐03 Willy Step deformity of intraorbital rim L Bruise
‐04 Willy Separated fracture of frontal zygomatic suture L Swelling
‐05 Willy Metallic foreign body over skull N/A None
‐06 Willy Mandible fracture with missing bone N/A Open Wound
‐07 Debbie Depressed comminuted fracture of zygomatic arch L Swelling
‐08 Debbie Mandibular fractures R Swelling, Bruise
‐09 Debbie Cloudy maxillary sinus L None
‐10 Debbie Fracture of nasal bones with mild displacement N/A Bullet or Foreign Body Hole
‐11 L
‐12 R
‐13 Willy or Debbie C4, C5 Compression fracture N/A None
‐14 Willy or Debbie C7 Fractured by bullet N/A Bullet or Foreign Body Hole
‐15 Willy or Debbie C‐spine bullet anterior to trachea shadow N/A Bullet or Foreign Body Hole
‐16 Willy Fracture of lateral ribs 6 & 7 R None
‐17 Willy Mediolateral fracture of ribs 8 & 9 L None
‐18 Willy Multiple rib fractures, four metallic fragments visible R None
‐19 Willy 12th rib fracture R None
‐20 Willy Bullet in hemothorax overlaying 8th rib L Bullet or Foreign Body Hole
‐21 Willy Bullet in hemothorax overlaying 8th rib N/A Bullet or Foreign Body Hole
‐22 Willy 2 cm metallic fragment in mid chest R None
‐23 Willy Bullet visible below costal margin under 11th rib L Bullet or Foreign Body Hole
‐24 Willy 2 bullets in LUQ L Bullet or Foreign Body Hole
‐25, L
‐26 R
‐27 Debbie Widened mediastinum and pleural effusion N/A None
‐28 Debbie Chest tube, lung inflated L Tube
‐29 Debbie Infiltrate N/A None
‐30 Debbie Bullet in mid‐abdomen N/A Bullet or Foreign Body Hole
‐31 Willy Unstable fracture of L1 N/A None
‐32 Willy Compression fracture of L5 N/A None
‐33 Debbie Metallic foreign body lateral to PSOAS R None
‐34 Debbie Compression fracture of L4 N/A Bullet or Foreign Body Hole
‐35 Debbie Metallic fragments – 2 mid‐abdomen, 1 each in RLQ and LLQ N/A Bullet or Foreign Body Hole

‐36 Debbie Bullet in mid‐abdomen N/A Bullet or Foreign Body Hole
‐37 Debbie Metallic fragments – 2 mid‐abdomen, 1 each in RLQ and LLQ N/A None

‐38 Willy ILIAC crest comminuted fracture with metallic fragments R Bruise
‐39 Debbie Displaced fracture of pubic ramus L None
‐40 Debbie Sacroiliac disruption, acetabular fracture L None
‐41 Debbie Foreign body lateral to PSOAS R None
‐42 Willy Non‐displaced pubic ramus fracture N/A None
‐43 Willy Superior and inferior pubic ramus fracture R None
‐44 Willy Pelvis fracture with symphysis diastasis and sacroiliac joint 

disruption
N/A None

‐45 Willy Bullet in sacrum N/A None
‐46 Willy Shattered acetabulum L Latex “shorts”
‐47 Willy Shattered femoral head L Latex “shorts”
‐48 Willy Comminuted midshaft fracture L Swelling
‐49 Willy Left femur comminuted fracture 12 cm above knee L Swelling
‐50 Debbie Proximal tibia fracture L Swelling
‐51 Willy Comminuted fracture of tibia and fibula R Swelling
‐52 Willy Displaced ankle fracture R Swelling
‐53 Debbie Minimally displaced distal tibia fracture R Swelling
‐54 Debbie Displaced fracture of calcaneus bone R None
‐55 Willy Displaced fracture of radius and ulna L
‐56 Debbie Volar angulated distal radius and ulna fracture R
‐57 Willy Angulated comminuted fracture of midshaft radius and ulna R
‐58 Debbie Minimally displaced distal radius fracture not involving wrist, 

offset bone ends
‐59 Debbie 3rd and 4th metacarpals shattered L Thickened, back of hand

Bullet or Foreign Body Hole

Willy Displacement fracture of mandibular condyle Swelling

Willy Shattered distal scapulae

PATHOLOGIES & TRAUMAS 
A COMPLETE LISTING OF EXTERNAL MARKINGS, LOCATION AND DESCRIPTION

Applications 
 

Field trauma & ER evaluation  
of technologist performance 

 
Teaching & training 

of patient positioning 
 

Image quality 
 

Diagnostic radiology 
 

Dosimetry verification 
 

Protocol verification

Modalities 
 

CT 
 

X-Ray 
 

Fluoroscopy

Anatomy 
 

Shoulders have ball 
and socket joints 

 
Elbows and knees flex 

90° to 100° 
 

Broad range of positioning  
capabilities, including the 

 “frog position” 
 

Debbie features fractures of the left 
 shoulder and left hip plus arm and 

 leg traumas on the right side 
 

Willy features traumas of  
both arms and legs
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Body Section 
Phantoms  

 
 

SPECIALLY DESIGNED TEACHING & TRAINING AID 
FOR RADIOLOGICAL TECHNOLOGISTS 

 
RSD’s Body Section Phantoms provide a comprehensive evaluation of the imaging             
system and imaging techniques under realistic conditions. They are rugged, easily          
transported, and shatter-proof. 
 
Available in opaque or transparent, RSD’s Body Section Phantoms allow for tremendous 
flexibility with teaching and training. Each Body Section Phantom represents an           
average male 5 ft. 9 inc. tall (175 cm), with a weight of 162 lb. (74 kg).  
 
Contact RSD or an authorized RSD Dealer for custom pathologies and traumas.

ARM & SHOULDER PHANTOM ELBOW PHANTOM

RSD Soft  
Tissue

RSD Cortical  
Bone

RSD Trabecular 
Bone

• • •

Packing Size Packing Weight
25W x 25D x 25H cm 2 kg
10W x 10D x 10H in 5 lb.

Model No. Product Description
RS‐120 Opaque in Natural Position
RS‐120T Transparent in Natural Position
RS‐121 Opaque with 90° Flexion
RS‐121T Transparent with 90° Flexion

Model No. Product Description
RS‐122 Opaque
RS‐122T Transparent

RSD Soft  
Tissue

RSD Cortical  
Bone

RSD Trabecular 
Bone

• • •

Packing Size Packing Weight
91W x 30D x 41H cm 11 kg
36W x 12D x 16H in 25 lb.

Contact RSD or an authorized RSD Dealer for custom pathologies and traumas. 

Model Numbers

Materials

Specifications

See page 30 for more information. 

Contact RSD or an authorized RSD Dealer for custom pathologies and traumas. 

Model Numbers

Specifications

See page 30 for more information. Materials
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FOOT & ANKLE PHANTOM

Publication Reference: Ichikawa K, Hara T, Urikura A, Takata T, Ohashi K. Assessment of  
Temporal Resolution of Multi-Detector Row Computed Tomography in Helical Acquisition Mode 
Using the Impulse Method. Original Paper, Vol. 31, Iss. 4, P374-381. 2015 Mar. DOI: 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ejmp.2015.02.012.

HAND & WRIST PHANTOM

Model No. Product Description
RS‐116 Opaque in Natural Position
RS‐116T Transparent in Natural Position
RS‐117 Opaque in Plantar Flexion
RS‐117T Transparent in Plantar Flexion

RSD Soft 
Tissue

RSD Cortical 
Bone

RSD Trabecular 
Bone

• • •

Packing Size Packing Weight
25W x 25D x 25H cm 1 kg
10W x 10D x 10H in 3 lb.

Model No. Product Description
RS‐114 Opaque in Natural Position
RS‐114T Transparent in Natural Position
RS‐115 Opaque in Oblique Flexion
RS‐115T Transparent in Oblique Flexion

Packing Size Packing Weight
25W x 25D x 25H cm 1 kg
10W x 10D x 10H in 3 lb.

RSD Soft 
Tissue

RSD Cortical 
Bone

RSD Trabecular 
Bone

• • •

KNEE PHANTOM

Model No. Product Description

Packing Size Packing Weight

RSD Soft 
Tissue

RSD Cortical 
Bone

RSD Trabecular 
Bone

• • •

RS‐118 Opaque in Natural Position
RS‐118T Transparent in Natural Position
RS‐119 Opaque with 90° Flexion
RS‐119T Transparent with 90° Flexion

30W x 30D x 30H cm 5 kg
12W x 12D x 12H in 10 lb.

LEG & HIP PHANTOM

Model No. Product Description

RSD Soft 
Tissue

RSD Cortical 
Bone

RSD Trabecular 
Bone

• • •

Packing Size Packing Weight

RS‐123 Opaque
RS‐123T Transparent

112W x 30D x 30H cm 21 kg
44W x 12D x 12H in 47 lb.

Contact RSD or an authorized RSD Dealer for custom pathologies and traumas. 

Model Numbers

Specifications

See page 30 for more information. Materials
Contact RSD or an authorized RSD Dealer for custom pathologies and traumas. 

Model Numbers

Materials See page 30 for more information. 

Specifications

Contact RSD or an authorized RSD Dealer for custom pathologies and traumas. 

Model Numbers

Materials See page 30 for more information. 

Specifications

Contact RSD or an authorized RSD Dealer for custom pathologies and traumas. 

Model Numbers

Materials See page 30 for more information. 

Specifications
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LUNG & CHEST PHANTOM

PELVIS PHANTOM

RSD Soft  
Tissue

RSD Cortical  
Bone

RSD Trabecular 
Bone

• • •

THORAX PHANTOM

Developed in conjunction with the University of California,             
Irvine’s Department of Radiological Sciences, RSD’s Lung & Chest 
Phantom is specialized at providing a high degree of realism in 
chest radiography.  
 
RSD materials are equivalent to natural bone and soft tissues. 
Animal lungs are selected to match the size of an adult male. 
Lungs are fixed in the inflated state and are molded to conform 
to the pleural cavities of the phantom. The pulmonary arteries 
are injected with a blood equivalent plastic. The Lung & Chest 
Phantom with simulated left coronary artery reveals several 
areas of coronary artery irregularity and narrowing. 

RSD Soft  
Tissue

RSD Cortical  
Bone

RSD Trabecular 
Bone

•

Packing Size
51W x 51D x 51H cm
20W x 20D x 20H in

Model No.

Packing Size
51W x 51D x 51H cm
20W x 20D x 20H in

Packing Size
112W x 30D x 30H cm

44W x 12D x 12H in

Model No.
RS‐111

RS‐111T

RSD Soft  
Tissue

RSD Cortical  
Bone

• •

Publication References:1) Ding, X., Tan, W., Yang, S. et al. How table height influences image quality and 
radiation dose of chest CT scans with automatic exposure control: a phantom study?. Chin J Acad Radiol 3, 
35–40 (2020). DOI: https://doi.org/10.1007/s42058-020-00023-5. 2) Zeng D, Huang J, Bian Z, et al. A Simple 
Low-dose X-ray CT Simulation from High-dose Scan. IEEE Trans Nucl Sci. 2015;62(5):2226-2233. DOI: 
https://doi.org/10.1109/TNS.2015.2467219.  3) Tonkopi E, Daniels C, Gale M, Schofield S, Sorhaindo V, Van-
Larkin J. Local Diagnostic Reference Levels for Typical Radiographic Procedures. Canadian Association of          
Radiologists Journal, Volume 63, Issue 4, Pages 237-241. 2012. ISSN 0846-5371. DOI: 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.carj.2011.02.004. 

Contact RSD or an authorized RSD Dealer for custom pathologies and traumas. 

Model Numbers

Materials See page 30 for more information. 

Specifications

Contact RSD or an authorized RSD Dealer for custom pathologies and traumas. 

Model Numbers

Materials

Specifications

Contact RSD or an authorized RSD Dealer for custom pathologies and traumas. 

Model Numbers

Materials See page 30 for more information. 

Specifications

•

Packing Weight
23 kg
50 lb.

Product Description
Permanently 

sealed diaphragm
Permanently sealed 

diaphragm and left coronary artery

Removable diaphragm 
lung pair insert without coronary artery

Removable diaphragm 
lung pair insert with coronary artery

Model No.

Packing Weight
25 kg
55 lb.

Product Description
Opaque

Transparent
RS‐113
RS‐113T

RS‐310

RS‐315

RS‐320

RS‐330

Product Description
Opaque

Transparent

RSD Trabecular 
Bone

|  rsdphantoms.com RSD  |  Radiology Support Devices, Inc.

•

See page 30 for more information. 

Packing Weight

47 lb.
21 kg
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Publication References: 1) Seong Kim M, Lee J, Geun Kim S, Cheol Kweon D. Comparison of 
Radiation Dose and Image Quality with Various Computed-Tomography Scout Views: The              
Angular Modulation Technique Based on Information Calculated from Scout Views, Iranian 
Journal of Radiology, 14(1):e13477. 2017. DOI: https://doi.org/10.5812/iranjradiol.35606.           
2) Zhong Y, Lai CJ, Wang T, Shaw CC. A dual-view digital tomosynthesis imaging              
technique for improved chest imaging. Med Phys. 2015 Sep;42(9):5238-51.        
DOI: https://doi.org/10.1118/1.4928214. PMID: 26328973; PMCID: PMC4537485. 3) Samei E, 
Majdi-Nasab N, Dobbins JT 3rd, McAdams HP. Biplane correlation imaging: a feasibility study 
based on phantom and human data. J Digit Imaging. 2012;25(1):137-147. DOI: 
https://doi.org/10.1007/s10278-011-9392-z.

 

https://rsdphantoms.com
https://rsdphantoms.com/contact
https://rsdphantoms.com/contact
https://rsdphantoms.com/contact
https://doi.org/10.1007/s42058-020-00023-5
https://doi.org/10.1109/TNS.2015.2467219
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.carj.2011.02.004
https://doi.org/10.5812/iranjradiol.35606
https://doi.org/10.1118/1.4928214
https://doi.org/10.1007/s10278-011-9392-z


Mammography 
 Phantom 

POSITIONING AID FOR 
CRANIOCAUDAL & 
MEDIOLATERAL OBLIQUE VIEWS

RSD’s Mammography Phantom is a perfect patient substitute allowing 
instructors to teach mammography positioning. This valuable teaching 
and training aid simplifies classroom procedures, allowing trainees to 
take as many exposures as are needed to develop expertise. 
Mammograms, taken within the range of standard technical factors, 
provide realistic images with high contrast. 

A molded gel provides realistic compressibility. Mammograms are taken 
at a breast thickness of 5-cm, using normal technical factors. The breast 
is mounted on a post with adjustments for height and the angles needed 
for various views. 

A small indicator box is placed next to the breast to signal when the 5-
cm breast thickness is reached. Patient discomfort is signaled by a red 
warning light which informs the trainee that the pain level can be reached 
at about this compression. The light is actuated 5-mms before the dead 
stop produced by the box. This procedure emphasizes the care needed for 
patients when the pain zone is reached. 

Packing Size Packing Weight
Box 1: 51W x 41D x 36H cm
Box 2: 74W x 74D x 15H cm

Tube: 114L x 15D cm
Box 1: 20W x 16D x 14H in
Box 2: 29W x 29D x 6H in

Tube: 45L x 4D in
30 lb.

14 kg

RSD Soft 
Tissue

RSD Cortical 
Bone

RSD Trabecular 
Bone

•

Model No. Product Description
RS‐750 Stand & carrying/storage case

RS‐750A Phantom ONLY
RS‐750S Stand ONLY

Publication Reference: Obenauer S, Hermann KP, Schorn C, Funke M, Fischer U, 
Grabbe E. Digitale Vollfeldmammographie: Phantomstudie zur Detektion von  
Mikrokalk [Full-field digital mammography: a phantom study for 
detection of  microcalcification]. Rofo. 2000 Jul;172(7):646-50. German. 
PMID: https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/10962993. 

Contact RSD or an authorized RSD Dealer for custom 
pathologies and traumas. 

Model Numbers

Materials See page 30 for more information. 

Specifications

Modalities 

Mammogram 

Applications 

Teaching & training 

Image quality 

Protocol verification
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• Demonstrates spot-compression procedures
• Sensitivity training for patientcomfort
• Helpful in training male students (eliminating

loaded vests to simulate breasts)

https://rsdphantoms.com
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/10962993
https://rsdphantoms.com/contact
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Head Phantom 
 with Cervical Spine 

Available in opaque or transparent, with or without cervical spine, 
RSD’s Head Phantom allows for tremendous flexibility with teaching 
and training. Our Head Phantom represents an average male 5 ft. 9 
in. tall (175 cm), with a weight of 162 lb. (74 kg). It is rugged, easily 
transported, and shatter-proof.

Publication References:  1) Compagnone G, Pagan L, Bergamini C. Comparison of Six Phantoms for 
Entrance Skin Dose Evaluation in 11 Standard X-Ray Examinations. J Appl Clin Med Phys. 2005;6(1):101-
113. DOI: https://doi.org/10.1120/jacmp.v6i1.2020.  2) Akyalcin S, English JD, Abramovitch KM, Rong 
XJ. Measurement of Skin Dose From ºCone-Beam Computed Tomography Imaging. Head Face Med. 
2013;9:28. Published 2013 Oct 9. DOI: https://doi.org/10.1186/1746-160X-9-28. 

Applications 
Teaching & training 

Image quality 

Panographic Imaging 

Dosimetry verification 

Protocol verification

Modalities 

CT 

X-Ray

Fluoroscopy 

Dental X-Ray 

CBCT 

Anatomy 
 Skull and spine composed of 

Cortical (TS-1003) and trabecular 
bone (TS-1002) equivalent materials 

Brain material composed of RSD ART 
soft tissue material (TS-1001-T) 

Spinal cord material made of ART 
soft tissue material with 

density of 1.1 g/cc 

Oral, trachea, and sinus cavities 
filled with Styrofoam 

RSD Soft 
Tissue

RSD Cortical 
Bone

RSD Trabecular 
Bone

• • •

Model No. Product Description
RS‐108 Opaque, Head Phantom with Cervical Spine
RS‐108T Transparent, Head Phantom with Cervical Spine
RS‐109 Opaque, Head Phantom ONLY

RS‐109T Transparent, Head Phantom ONLY

HIGH ANATOMICAL DETAIL IN 
THE SUB-MILLIMETER RANGE 

The 3-D printed Circle of  Willis provides a much cleaner and robust 
solution for end users. Using a novel resin, RSD is able to simulate 
contrast-infused vasculature thereby eliminating the need to inject 
messy contrast through tubing that has to be constantly replaced. May 
be added to any new order with head phantom for an additional fee.

Contact RSD or an authorized RSD Dealer for custom pathologies and traumas. 

Model Numbers

Materials See page 30 for more information. 

Specifications

SPECIALLY DESIGNED TEACHING & TRAINING 
AID FOR RADIOLOGICAL TECHNOLOGISTS

Packing Size Packing Weight
36W x 36D x 36H cm 6 kg
14W x 14D x 14H in 14 lb.
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Circle of  Willis

https://rsdphantoms.com
https://rsdphantoms.com/contact
https://doi.org/10.1120/jacmp.v6i1.2020
https://doi.org/10.1186/1746-160X-9-28
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Angiographic 
Head Phantom

EVALUATION CORRELATION OF            
IMAGE QUALITY WITH ACTUAL          
MEASUREMENTS OF RESOLUTION & 
CONTRAST 
 
 
 
 
Available in opaque and transparent, full or half-head, RSD’s Angiographic Head 
Phantom bridges the gap between physical and anatomical information                             
requirements. Molded in tissue equivalent material, an accurate male skull                     
contains a 3-dimensional, 89+6 high-contrast vascular simulation to facilitate 
correlation of the radiologist’s subjective evaluation of angiographic image quality 
with actual measurements of resolution and contrast under the same exposure 
conditions. 
 
The Angiographic Head Phantom provides a “dry run” to thoroughly assess                       
angiographic equipment and ensure that is operating satisfactorily in all                              
significant details before subjecting patients to radiological procedures. If the 
imaging system malfunctions, the phantom also plays a critically important role 
in isolating and verifying correction of problems. The Angiographic Head Phantom 
confines the variables to components and technique and has proven to be an               
invaluable service and teaching tool.

• 3-dimensional high-contrast vascular pattern 
• Tissue equivalent materials 
• Step wedge and resolution test patterns 

Applications 
 

Teaching & training 
 

Image quality 
 

Dosimetry verification 
 

Protocol verification

Modalities 
 

CT 
 

X-Ray 
 

Fluoroscopy 

Publication Reference: Borota L, Patz A. Spot Region of Interest Imaging: A Novel 
Functionality Aimed at X-Ray Dose Reduction in Neurointerventional                                  
Procedures. Radiat Prot Dosimetry. 2020;188(3):322-331. DOI: 
https://doi.org/10.1093/rpd/ncz290. 

Packing Size Packing Weight
36W x 36D x 36H cm 6 kg
14W x 14D x 14H in 14 lb.

RSD Soft  
Tissue

RSD Cortical  
Bone

RSD Trabecular 
Bone

• • •

Materials See page 30 for more information. 

Specifications

Model No. Product Description
RS‐230 Full, Opaque, with step wedge

RS‐230T Full, Transparent, with step wedge

RS‐235 Full, Opaque, with resolution test pattern 
(2‐10 lp/mm) and step wedge

RS‐235T Full, Transparent, with resolution test pattern 
(2‐10 lp/mm) and step wedge

RS‐240 Half, Opaque, with step wedge
RS‐240T Half, Transparent, with step wedge

RS‐245 Half, Opaque, with resolution test pattern 
(2‐10 lp/mm) and step wedge

RS‐245T Half, Transparent, with resolution test pattern 
(2‐10 lp/mm) and step wedge

Contact RSD or an authorized RSD Dealer for custom pathologies and traumas. 

Model Numbers
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https://rsdphantoms.com
https://rsdphantoms.com/contact
https://doi.org/10.1093/rpd/ncz290
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RSD Injection 
Phantom

TEACHING & TRAINING AID FOR 
PROPER NEEDLE PLACEMENT & 
SKILL MAINTENANCE 
 
 
 
 
RSD Injection Phantom helps one learn and hone skills for proper needle 
placement for a variety of interventional techniques. Fluoroscopic needle 
placement can be taught or practiced realistically without fear of biological                   
contamination hazards associated with fresh or frozen cadavers. 
 
Fluoroscopically, the look and feel of the anatomical landmarks is important 
and can be demonstrated with the use of RSD Injection Phantom. Needle 
placement for caudals, epidurals, selective nerve and root blocks, medial 
branch blocks, facet injections and sympathetic blocks can all be                       
demonstrated. Practice RF needle-placement along with disc needle-         
placement plus injection techniques for shoulder, hip, and symphysis 
pubis—all in the convenience and safety of your own laboratory or              
teaching facility. There is now no need to deal with local, state, and federal 
regulations regarding biohazards associated with cadavers. 
 
RSD Injection Phantom has the capability for injections not only in the spine, 
but also at one shoulder, one hip, and at the pubis symphysis. 
 

•       Instrumental for teaching, training, and maintaining skills 
•       Review of fluoroscopy system 
•       Eliminates biohazards associated with cadavers

Model No. Product Description
RS‐1300 RSD Injection Phantom

Packing Size Packing Weight
122W x 41D x 51H cm 73 kg

48W x 16D x 20H in 160 lb.

RSD Soft  
Tissue

RSD Cortical  
Bone

RSD Trabecular 
Bone

• • •

Model Numbers

Materials See page 30 for more information. 

Specifications

Applications 
 

Practice needle placement 
for pain management techniques 

 
Protocol verification

Modalities 
 

X-Ray 
 

Fluoroscopy 

as a single unit provides complete and realistic positioning capabilities. 
 
The gel-filled injectable parts of the RSD Injection Phantom are completely encased in a latex 
skin. Allergic reactions are not expected to be a concern for the vast majority of users. The ma-
terials and design processes in RSD Injection Phantom are made not only to simplify the overall 
process but also to keep it as realistic as possible. 
 
RSD Injection Phantom has been tested to determine the probable effective life of injection sites; 
a gel/skin section was used for a trial and six hundred injections were made in a dime-sized area. 
There was no perceptible degradation of the latex skin or of the gel itself. Considering the far 
greater area available in the RSD Injection Phantom, it is unlikely that repairs or refurbishments 
will be needed for a very long time.

 
The skeletal structures of RSD Injection Phantom are covered with a soft gel and a latex skin, supported by a hard, 
synthetic material. 
 
Further simplifications are the elimination of skeletal articulations that permit joint or spinal motions and the        
elimination of rib numbers 2 to 9; the rigid flesh makes these superfluous. Positioning of the RSD Injection Phantom 

18

Contact RSD or an authorized RSD dealer for custom pathologies 
and traumas.

https://rsdphantoms.com
https://rsdphantoms.com/contact
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The Treatment  
Brassiere 

The Treatment Brassiere dependably delivers a more uniform dose every time. It reshapes the ipsilateral breast more 
favorably for radiation treatments and repositions the contralateral breast away from the beams. A full brassiere 
library of 40 cups is available in a portable caddy for convenient, organized fitting of nearly all patients. 
 
Data on increased skin dose due to the ipsilateral cup were submitted to the FDA. These data provided a comparison 
of skin dose increased by the Treatment Brassiere with the increase found for various thermoplastic positioning devices 
on the market. The skin dose due to the cup material (0.50 mm thick for small cups to about 0.63 mm thick for very 
large cups) was found to be substantially less than for other positioning devices. The FDA has issued a 510 (k) Marketing 
Clearance for the Treatment Brassiere. 
 
Cup Selection: Cups are divided into four groups                       
corresponding to small thoraxes (chest breadths from 27 
to 32 cm), medium thoraxes (32 to 36 cm), large thoraxes 
(36 to 42 cm), and extra-large thoraxes (over 42 cm). 
 
Begin by measuring a patient’s chest breadth when supine 
and wearing her clothing brassiere. This indicates the group 
containing the right cup for her. The cups of the group (five 
each for left or right) are removed from the Treatment    
Brassiere Caddy and the cup making the best fit is selected. 
(Clothing Brassiere sizes cannot be used for cup selection          
because of poor correlation between clothing brassiere sizes and 
breast volumes.)

Applications 
 

Simplified application of IMRT 
to breast treatments 

 
Accurately repeats both shape 

and position, treatment after treatment 
 

Reduces dose to the lungs, 
heart and ribs

Modalities 
 

Intensity-Modulated  
Radiation Therapy (IMRT)

Model Numbers

Model No. Product Description
BR‐100‐TBC Basic Brassiere Library with Caddy, 40 different cups

BR‐100 Basic Brassiere Library without Caddy, 40 different cups
BR‐100S Small Group, breast volume to be specified

BR‐100M Medium Group, breast volume to be specified
BR‐100L Large Group, breast volume to be specified

BR‐100XL Extra Large Group, breast volume to be specified

Specifications

Packing Size Packing Weight
25W x 25D x 25H 1 kg

10W x 10D x 10H in 2 lb.

19

Cup Size* Observed Volume
A 94 – 225 ml
B 146 – 458 ml
C 267 – 835 ml
D 499 – 1,120 ml

DD 988 – 1,427+ ml
DDD 2,765 – 3,176 ml

*Data as reported by 75 models. Some cup volumes shown are altered 
from other cups as required for continuous gradation.

https://rsdphantoms.com
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ART Phantom 
Alderson Radiation Therapy

ACCURATE ORGAN DOSIMETRY 
MEASUREMENTS WITH MINIMAL DOSIMETERS
•       Over 10,000 phantoms in use all over the world for 30 years 
•       Indispensable quality-assurance tool 
•       Molded of tissue-equivalent material

20

Molded of tissue-equivalent material and intended for accuracy and ease of use, the Alderson Radiation Therapy 
(ART) Phantom is a refined and improved version of the Alderson RANDO Phantom. ART Phantoms are designed 
within highly sophisticated technological constraints and follow ICRU-44 standards. Additionally, the phantoms 
provide integrated tests of the entire chain of treatment planning and delivery. 
 
The ART Phantom is transected-horizontally into 2.5 cm thick slices. Each slice has holes which are plugged with 
bone-equivalent, soft-tissue-equivalent or lung tissue equivalent pins which can be replaced by TLD holder pins. 
Holder pins may be ordered separately. 
 
Soft-tissue-equivalent coatings produce slices with glass smooth interfaces. These coatings are cut away over 
the air spaces of the oronasal pharynges, trachea, and stem bronchi. Dosimetry holes are drilled in grids 3 cm x 
3 cm or 1.5 cm x 1.5 cm in 5 and 7 mm diameters thereby allowing for detailed measurements of dose            
distributions. 
 
Breast Attachments: Breasts are available in various sizes. They can be sliced in frontal planes, drilled or undrilled 
for film dosimetry. Slices can receive any of the pins listed in the TLD Dosimeters and Fittings section, below. 
Breasts of male and female ART Phantoms are contoured to blend realistically with the thoraxes and attached 
with nylon screws. The male chest with attached breasts serves as a large female. 
 
Lungs: Lungs are molded from syntactic foam, with a specific gravity of 0.30 g/cc. 
 
TLD Dosimeters and Fittings: Phantoms are shipped with all dosimetry holes filled with blank pins. Pins for TLD 
chips have recesses at one end measuring 3.2 x 3.2 x 0.9 mm. Pins for TLD rods have 1 mm-diameter holes             
cross-drilled at the centers of the pins. All pins are 2.50 cm long unless otherwise specified. Pins may also be                
ordered to accommodate various types of OSLD dosimeters. Tissue equivalent plugs specifically machined for 
TLD chips, TLD rods, TLD bars, TLD cubes, MOSFET detectors, as well as LANDAUER® OSL MicroSTAR® and nanoDot® 
holders, are also available. 
 
Assembly: ART Phantom slices are held between aluminum plates by nylon tie rods. Knobs at the end of the rods 
clamp the slices tightly in proper alignment. Both internal and external assembly devices are included. The ex-
ternal assembly facilitates film dosimetry, while the internal assembly is used generally with TLDs or ion chamber  

LANDAUER®, MicroSTAR®, and nanoDot® are registered trademarks of LANDAUER®, a division of Fluke® Corporation. 

https://rsdphantoms.com
https://youtu.be/Ua68xngux18
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Applications 
 

Organ specific dosimetry for all 
dosimeters (TLD, OSL nanodots, 

MOSFET, film, ion chambers, 
and diodes) 

 
Standard 3cm x 3cm or 1.5cm x 1.5cm 

hole grids for dosimeters 
 

IMRT organ dose distributions

Modalities 
 

External beams in the 0.04 to 40 MeV 
 

FluoroscopyIntensity-Modulated 
Radiation Therapy (IMRT) 

 
Stereotactic Body Radiation 

Therapy (SBRT) 
 

Gamma Knife 
 

CyberKnife 
 

CT 
 

Cone Beam CT 

Anatomy 
 

The male ART represents 
a 175cm (5 ft. 9 in.) tall, 

73.5kg (162 lb.) male 
 

The female ART represents 
a 155 cm (5 ft. 1 in.) tall, 

50 kg (110 lb.) female

GRID HOLE SPACING Undrilled 3cm x 3cm 1.5cm x 1.5cm

Male ART Phantom  
(Sections 0-35) ART-200X ART-200 ART-200A

Male ART Head & Neck Phantom  
(Sections 0-9) ART-210X ART-210 ART-210A

Male ART Chest Phantom  
(Section 10-25) ART-211X ART-211 ART-211A

Male ART Pelvis Phantom  
(Sections 26-35) ART-212X ART-212 ART-212A

Female ART Phantom  
(Sections 0-32) ART-300X ART-300 ART-300A

Female ART Head & Neck Phantom  
(Sections 0-9) ART-310X ART-310 ART-310A

Female ART Chest Phantom  
(Sections 10-23) ART-311X ART-311 ART-311A

Female ART Pelvis Phantom  
(Sections 24-32) ART-312X ART-312 ART-312A

Packing Size Packing Weight
147W x 38D x 48H cm 104 kg

58W x 15D x 19H in 230 lb.

Publication References: 1) Flatten V, Friedrich A, Engenhart-Cabillic R, Zink K. A phantom based evaluation of the dose prediction and effects in 
treatment plans, when calculating on a direct density CT reconstruction. J Appl Clin Med Phys. 2020 Mar;21(3):52-61.                                   
DOI: https://doi.org/10.1002/acm2.12824. PMID: 32176455; PMCID: PMC7075385. 2)Hauri P, Schneider U. Whole-body dose equivalent including neutrons 
is similar for 6 MV and 15 MV IMRT, VMAT, and 3D conformal radiotherapy. J Appl Clin Med Phys. 2019 Mar;20(3):56-70.                                           
DOI: https://doi.org/10.1002/acm2.12543. Epub 2019 Feb 21. PMID: 30791198; PMCID: PMC6414138.  3) Sawyer L J, Whittle S A, Matthews E S, Starritt 
H C, JUPP T P. Estimation of Organ and Effective Doses Resulting From Cone Beam CT Imaging for Radiotherapy Treatment Planning. British Journal of       
Radiology, Vol. 82, No. 979. 2014 Mar. DOI: https://doi.org/10.1259/bjr/62467578.

Specifications

Model Numbers
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RSD Soft Tissue RSD Cortical Bone RSD Trabecular Bone
• • •

Materials See page 30 for more information. 

Custom ART Options Include: 
•        Dosimetry locations (midline, superior, inferior, etc.) within any organ 
•        Cross sectional slice thickness as thin as 25mm 
•        Detector accommodations including TLD, MOSFET detectors, LANDAUER® OSL 
         MicroSTAR® and nanoDot® holders, as well as film, ion chambers, and diodes 
•        Pathology or fractures based on user requirements 
 
Contact RSD or an authorized RSD Dealer for customization options.

https://rsdphantoms.com
https://doi.org/10.1002/acm2.12824
https://doi.org/10.1002/acm2.12543
https://doi.org/10.1259/bjr/62467578
https://rsdphantoms.com/contact
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Spherical Phantom

Applications 
 

Homogenous dry water phantom 
with precise spherical shape, 

16 cm diameter  
 

Displacement of maximum dose from 
center of sphere shows degree of 

accuracy and stability of the system 
 

Checks the dose-calculation 
algorithm for a homogenous sphere

DEPENDABLE AID FOR DEMONSTRATING DEGREE OF                         
ACCURACY AND SYSTEM STABILITY 
 
RSD’s Spherical Phantom is a reliable aid to check mechanical and domestic treatment parameters. Comes with 
truncated cone for TLD (or Film Dosimetry) and TLD Dosimetric Cylinder. Also includes two spare nylon assembly 
rods and two spare blind nylon nuts. Optional: Truncated Cone for Ion Chamber (including molding or machining 
to install Ion Chamber to User’s specification at the center of the sphere) and Film Dosimetric Cylinder. 
 
When the center of the sphere is used as the target for testing the treatment unit, it must indicate the relationship 
between the point of maximum dose and the target. These should closely coincide for an accurate system. 
 
A three-dimensional dosimetry cylinder at the center of the sphere measures both the deviation of the maximum 
dose from the target and the gradient of the dose along the three orthogonal axes of the sphere. The TLD dosimetric 
cylinder is a stack of dry-water disks of 44 mm in diameter. Seven of the disks have concentric rings of holes for TLD 
rods, 1 mm in diameter and 3 mm long. Disk #4 is in the central plane of the cylinder. A smaller target disk is at the 
center of this disk. It has a Hounsfield number of about 130 for visibility in a CT scan. The disks are assembled tightly 
by two nylon rods and round, blind nuts, which locate the cylinder precisely, linearly and angularly, in both sphere 
and head. Modalities 

 
Intensity-Modulated Radiation 

Therapy (IMRT) 
 

Stereotactic Body Radiation 
Therapy (SBRT) 

 
Gamma Knife 

 
CyberKnife 

 
CT 

 
Cone Beam CT 

 

The Film Dosimetric Cylinder: This is an optional cylin-
der, interchangeable with the TLD cylinder. It is built 
up of 11 film disks and 12 dry-water disks with the 
same nylon assembly rods and blind nuts. A simple fix-
ture is supplied so the user can punch the film disks 
from film sheets. 
 
Standard Cone: This is a dry-water cone, which fits pre-
cisely in a recess in the sphere. It accepts the                   
dosimetric cylinder (TLD or film). It houses the                       
dosimetric cylinder at the center of the sphere. 
 
Optional Cone: This is molded to locate the measuring vol-
ume of an ion chamber at the center of the sphere. This 
cone is custom molded to suit the particular ion chamber 
specified by the customer.

RSD Soft  
Tissue

RSD Cortical  
Bone

RSD Trabecular 
Bone

•

Materials See page 30 for more information about RSD Materials. 

Packing Size Packing Weight
41W x 41D x 41H cm 2 kg
16W x 16D x 16H in 5 lb.

Model No. Product Description
RS‐1100A Spherical Phantom

Model Numbers

Specifications
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   Head Phantom 
for Stereotactic Surgery

TOTAL SYSTEM QUALITY ASSURANCE WITH                               
VERIFICATION OF TREATMENT ACCURACY 
 
RSD’s Head Phantom for Stereotactic Surgery serves to check accuracy of treatment for quality assurance. Comes 
with TLD Dosimetric Cylinder and one solid piece plus the Dry Water Cylinder to fill the other cavity. Also includes 
two spare nylon assembly rods and two spare blind nylon nuts. Optional: Truncated Cone for Ion Chamber           
(including molding or machining to install Ion Chamber to User’s specification at the center of the sphere) and Film 
Dosimetric Cylinder. 
 
Provisions are made for installation of the dosimetric cylinder at two locations in the cranium. One is on the CC axis 
of the head close to the apex. The other is near one side of the head at about ear level. Both cylinders are perpen-
dicular to the transverse planes of the head. Since the dose at only one location is to be measured at a time, the 
other location is filled with a dry-water cylinder with no dosimetric provisions. The target can be located uniquely 
by an initial CT scan.

Applications 
 

Total system quality assurance 
 

Checks the dose calculation algorithm 
with and without correction 

 
Measures the dose delivered to 

intracranial lesions

Modalities 
 

Intensity-Modulated Radiation 
Therapy (IMRT) 

 
Stereotactic Body Radiation 

Therapy (SBRT) 
 

Gamma Knife 
 

CyberKnife 
 

CT 
 

Cone Beam CT 
 

Packing Size Packing Weight
41W x 41D x 41H cm 6 kg
16W x 16D x 16H in 14 lb.

RSD Soft  
Tissue

RSD Cortical  
Bone

RSD Trabecular 
Bone

• • •

Materials See page 30 for more information. 

Specifications

Model No. Product Description
ST‐1150A Head Phantom for 

Stereotactic Surgery

Model Numbers

Publication References:  1) Park, Mi-Ae et al. “Performance of a high-sensitivity 
dedicated cardiac SPECT scanner for striatal uptake quantification in the brain 
based on analysis of projection data.” Medical physics vol. 40,4 (2013): 042504. 
DOI: https://doi.org/10.1118/1.4794488. 2) Kao, Pan-Fu & Wey, Shiaw-Pyng & 
Yang, An-Shoei. (2009). Simultaneous 99mTC and 123I Dual-Isotope Brain Striatal 
Phantom Single Photon Emission Computed Tomography: Validation of 99mTC-          
Trodat-1 and 123I-IBZM Simultaneous Dopamine System Brain Imaging.                    
The Kaohsiung journal of medical sciences. 25. 601-7. DOI: 
https://doi.org/10.1016/S1607-551X(09)70563-7.
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Dynamic 
Breathing Phantom

THE ONLY DYNAMIC ANTHROPOMORPHIC THORAX  
 
 
 
 
 
RSD’s newest edition of the Dynamic Breathing Phantom features simplified wiring, an improved control box, optional air 
supply, pre-designated profiles of patient specific breathing patterns, and the option to integrate simple heart and breast 
models with the phantom. Plus, the complete system is smaller, lighter, and quieter with revised software for Windows 10 
providing a more intuitive interface. 
 
Designed for use in diagnostic radiology settings for the acceptance of diagnostic CT-based scanners and radiation therapy 
machines, as well as the evaluation of patient radiation therapy delivery and dosimetry, RSD's Dynamic Breathing Phantom 
achieves realistic anterior ribcage motion by air inflation in realistic breathing patterns. The phantom itself is a simulation of 
an average adult humanoid torso including lungs, ribcage/chest-wall bone, skin, and sub-dermis. The material properties of 
the incorporated soft tissue, organs, bones, and joints provide a faithful simulation of the physical thoracic form and of                     
radiological imaging and radiation dosimetry properties. 
  
This unique phantom has a moving target within the lung equivalent lobe to simulate tumor motion inside the lung.    The 
electro-pneumatic motion controller and easy-to-use phantom control software allow users to program different breathing 
patterns and breathing rates so that they can choose their evaluations to precisely plan dose delivery to any patient. Target 
motion is controlled independently of the breath motion and may be set to be antithetical or to mimic the recorded motion 
of a radiation therapy targeted tumor. 
 
The Dynamic Breathing Phantom System includes: The Dynamic Breathing Phantom (thoracic mannequin),  electro-pneumatic 
motion controller, target fixtures for imaging and radiation dosimetry, individual thorax and target motions & rates: sin2, sin4, 
sin6, 1-sin4, 1-sin6, 5-20 breath/min, Phantom Control Software for Microsoft Windows, and USB control hardware.

RSD Soft  
Tissue

RSD Cortical  
Bone

RSD Trabecular 
Bone

• • •

Materials See page 30 for more information. 

Applications 
 

Diagnostic CT 4D and linear-accelerator 
MVCT or CBCT surface motion gated 

image system acceptance 
 

Moving internal target 
tracking evaluation for QA of EBRT, 

SGRT, IGRT, and BgRT, as well 
as SPECT and PET imaging 

 
Optimization of diagnostic and radiation 

therapy breathing protocols 
 

Routine quality assurance 
 

•       For use in diagnostic radiology, radiation therapy, and routine quality assurance 
•       Faithful simulation of physical form, imaging, and dosimetry properties 
•       Moving target to simulate tumor motion with the lung 
•       Based on the Alderson Radiation Therapy (ART) Phantom

Modalities 
 

Intensity-Modulated Radiation Therapy (IMRT) 
 

Stereotactic Body Radiation Therapy (SBRT) 
 

Surface Guided Radiation Therapy (SGRT) 
 

Image-Guided Radiation Therapy (IGRT) 
 

Biology-guided Radiotherapy (BgRT) 
 

Gamma Knife 
 

CyberKnife 
 

CT 
 

Megavoltage CT 
 

Cone Beam CT 
 

X-Ray 
 

Publication References: 1) Ranjbar M, Sabouri P, Repetto C, Sawant A. A novel deformable lung phantom with programmable variable external and internal correlation. 
Medical Physics, 46: 1995-2005. 2019. DOI: https://doi.org/10.1002/mp.13507. 2) Zhang Y, Deng X, Yin FF, Ren L. Image acquisition optimization of a limited-angle intrafraction 
verification (LIVE) system for lung radiotherapy. Med Phys. 2018;45(1):340-351. DOI: https://doi.org/10.1002/mp.12647. 3) Cheung Y, Sawant A. An externally and internally 
deformable, programmable lung motion phantom. Med Phys. 2015 May;42(5):2585-93. DOI: https://doi.org/10.1118/1.4918581. PMID: 25979050; PMCID: PMC4409628.
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Model Numbers

Model No. Product Description
BF‐1500 Dynamic Breathing Phantom with 

Intergrated Control Module 
& Air Supply

BF‐1500CM Dynamic Breathing Phantom Control 
Module (using External Air Supply 
at 110˜230V AC)

BF‐1500AIR External Air Supply 
(available in 110˜230V AC)
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Striatal Phantom

IMAGE QUALITY 
EVALUATION & ASSURANCE 
WITH QUANTIFICATION OF 
STRIATAL UPTAKE

The Striatal Phantom optimizes quantitative imaging in patients, using 
PET or SPECT. This phantom is based upon a standard RSD head with a 
calvarial cut to insert or remove the brain shell easily. The nasal cavity and 
maxillary sinuses are filled with foam with a mass density of 0.23 g/cc. 

The brain shell has five compartments which can be filled separately: left 
and right nucleus caudate, left and right putamen, and the remainder of 
the brain. This allows different nucleus caudate to putamen ratios as well 
as different striatal to background ratios to be obtained; this also permits 
differences between left and right striatal activity to be examined. The 
volume of the brain shell is about 1,260 ml. The volumes of the nucleus 
caudate and putamen are 5.4 ml and 6.0 ml respectively. 

Fillable External Markers: A set of fillable capsules is provided to serve as external markers. Capsules can be filled with 
a radioactive solution and attached to the external surface of the phantom. The phantom can then be imaged, using 
SPECT or PET modalities to compare image-registration techniques. 
 Quantification of striatal uptake is not straightforward because it depends on a number of factors including type of 
radionuclide used (Tc-99m, I-123 or F-18), imaging factors (such as collimator type, amount of scatter and attenuation), 
and image processing parameters (such as scatter and attenuation-correction techniques, type of reconstruction filter, 
slice thickness, region-of-interest size and its location). 

In normal subjects, the putamen and head of the nucleus caudate are small structures with typical dimensions of 
7-15 mm in the axial plane (that is comparable to the system resolution). Since partial volume effects are more 
important for objects with dimensions less than twice the system resolution, the selection of imaging and 
reconstruction parameters is critically important in calculating the striatal-to-occipital ratio used to measure the 
relative striatal uptake in the brain.

Applications 

Image quality evaluation 

Image registration quality assurance 

Quantification of striatal uptake 

SUV calculation and validation

Modalities 

SPECT/PET  

Model Numbers

Model No. Product Description
RS‐900 Head without Brain Shell
RS‐900T Head with Transparent Brain Shell containing Striatum
RS‐901T Transparent Brain Shell with Striatum

Specifications

Packing Size Packing Weight
36W x 36D x 36H cm 5 kg
14W x 14D x 14H in 12 lb.

Publication References: 1) Willowson K, Bailey D, Schembri G, Baldock C. CT-based quantitative SPECT for the radionuclide ²0¹Tl: experimental validation and a standardized uptake value for brain tumour patients. 
Cancer Imaging. 2012;12(1):31-40. DOI: https://doi.org/10.1102/1470-7330.2012.0005. 2) Koch W, Radau PE, Münzing W, Tatsch K. Cross-camera comparison of SPECT measurements of a 3-D anthropomorphic 
basal ganglia phantom. Eur J Nucl Med Mol Imaging. 2006 Apr;33(4):495-502. DOI: https://doi.org/10.1007/s00259-005-0036-8. Epub 2006 Jan 25. PMID: 16435116. 
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Heart & Thorax 
Phantom

EVALUATION OF DETECTABILITY, EXTENT, AND 
SEVERITY OF MYOCARDIAL INFARCTS 
IN PATIENTS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
RSD’s Heart & Thorax Phantom is designed to provide different reconstruction strategies, imaging 
protocol for patients, and testing and validation of image registration techniques. It also delivers a 
valid assessment of mammoscintigraphy techniques. 
 
Heart: An accurately anatomic heart model is based on vacuum-formed shells. It was designed using 
high resolution, contrast-enhanced, ultrafast CT data from a normal patient, slightly modified to           
facilitate its use. The left and right chambers are connected at the atrium region to make a single 
compartment which can be filled and flushed independently using two ports  labeled HC (heart 
chambers). The right ventricle is slightly modified to allow air to escape during filling. The myocardial 
wall (MW) has two ports, flushing and independent filling. The volume of the heart chambers is 284 
ml, while the volume of the myocardial wall is 238 ml, without inserted defects. The standard model 
includes three defects with volumes of 8.9, 13.5, and 41.7 ml, respectively. Each of the defects can 
be filled separately. Defects of different  dimensions can be ordered at no added cost. A disassembled 
heart is sent on request, so that dimensions of a special set can be established. Note that different 
defects cannot be retrofitted in the assembled heart.

Basic Thorax: The thorax is molded of polyurethane, modified for tissue equivalence, with a mass density of 1.10 g/cc. The narrow beam linear attenuation 
coefficient measured at 140 keV (Tc-99m) is 0.160 cm -1. The volume of the thoracic cavity, when all organs (heart, lungs, and liver) are inserted, is about 
8,200 ml. It is filled from the top, with either an inert or a radioactive solution, to simulate the thoracic background. A valve is installed at the base for         
conveniently draining the phantom. The residue on the walls of the cavity can be easily flushed with the fittings provided at the top of the phantom. A 
second, smaller fitting is also provided as an air-bleed during filling. 
 
Lungs: Perfusable lungs are molded in hollow, vacuum-formed shells, filled with Styrofoam beads. The final mass density of 0.40 g/cc is attained by adding 
an inert or radioactive solution through a filling port at the top of each lung shell. Extra sets of lungs can also be furnished for work continuity. The volumes 
of the left and right lung shells are 907 ml and 1,134 ml, respectively. 
 
Liver: A liver with a volume of 980 ml is included to evaluate the effect of its uptake on quantitative myocardial imaging. It is a vacuum formed shell, 
mounted on acrylic tubes to minimize artifacts. The liver can be filled with an inert or radioactive solution. 
 
Fillable External Markers: A set of fillable capsules is provided to serve as external markers. Capsules can be filled with a radioactive solution and attached 
to the external surface of the phantom. The phantom can then be imaged, using SPECT or PET modalities to compare image registration techniques. 
 
Thorax Overlay, Removable Breasts, and Breast Tumors: The thoracic phantom without the overlay simulates an average male patient. The overlay, with or 
without breasts, simulates a large female or a still larger male patient, respectively. It is then possible to evaluate the effect of additional attenuation and scatter 
on quantitative myocardial imaging. The volume of each vacuum-formed breast is 972 ml. A tumor, filled with a radioactive solution can be inserted to evaluate 
the planar and tomographic imaging techniques used for mammoscintigraphy. A set of breast tumors (3, 6, 9, 12 and 15mm diameters) is included. They are 
supported by thin, threaded nylon rods which pass through ports and are sealed by O-rings. They can be bent by hand to reach any part of a breast. 

•       Receptor Quantification as a Function of Uptake Ratio(s) 
•       Partial Volume Effects 
•       Scatter and Attenuation – Correction Schemes 
•       Threshold for Changes in Uptake(s) 
•       Comparison of Different Acquisition Modes, e.g. 2D vs. 3D Pet(s)
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Applications 
 

Myocardial perfusion SPECT 
image quality evaluation 

 
Attenuation corrections 

 
Evaluating patient doses 

 
Training for SPECT/PET imaging 

 
Quantitative phantom for 

SUV validation 

Modalities 
 

SPECT/PET

Model No. Product Description
RS‐800T Heart/Thorax Phantom
RS‐801 Thoracic Cavity with the bottom plate
RS‐802 Perfusable Lungs with Styrofoam beads (pair)
RS‐804 Heart with two hollow defects in myocardial wall – standard size or to fit
RS‐805 Liver Shell ONLY
RS‐806 Chest Overlay
RS‐807 Removable Breast with set of tumors

Packing Size Packing Weight
86W x 79D x 48H cm 32 kg
34W x 31D x 19H in 70 lb.

Specifications

RSD Soft Tissue RSD Cortical Bone RSD Trabecular Bone
•• •

Materials  See page 30 for more information. 

Model Numbers

Publication References: 1) Gallivanone F, Carne I, Interlenghi M, et al. A Method for Manufacturing Oncological Phantoms for the Quantification of 18F-FDG PET 
and DW-MRI Studies. Contrast Media Mol Imaging. 2017;2017:3461684. Published 2017 Sep 7. DOI: https://doi.org/10.1155/2017/3461684. 2) Heikkinen JO, Kuikka 
JT, Rautio PJ.  Interdepartmental audit with an anatomically realistic lung phantom. Journal of Nuclear Medicine Technology. 2006 Mar;34(1):34-42. PMID:                  
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/16517967. 3) Doshi N,  Basic M, Cherry S. Evaluation of the Detectability of Breast Cancer Lesions Using a Modified Anthropomorphic 
Phantom. Journal of Nuclear Medicine, 39, 1951-7. 1998. PMID: https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/9829588.

THYROID UPTAKE & IMAGE 
QUALITY ASSURANCE 
 
The Thyroid Phantom is an integral part of the Fission-
Product Phantom, but it can also be supplied separately 
(with or without a head). This phantom has the same        
contours as in the full Fission-Product Phantom and          
contains a neck with corresponding “Superhuman         
Skeleton” vertebrae, a hollow-shell thyroid with filling 
and flushing ports, and a front cover of tissue-equivalent 
phantom material. This assembly has been designed for 
rapid removal of the cover plate and thyroid, a quick fill 
with an isotope solution and an equally rapid reassembly. 
This permits work with iodines of very short half-lives. A 
portion of the clavicles and sternum are included to 
further enhance the realism of the phantom.

Publication Reference: Kramer GH, Olender G, Vlahovich S, Hauck BM, Meyerhof          
DP. Comparison of the ANSI, RSD, KKH, and BRMD thyroid-neck phantoms                                 
for 125I thyroid monitoring. Health Phys. 1996 Mar;70(3):425-9. DOI: 
https://doi.org/10.1097/00004032-199603000-00014. PMID: 8609037.

Applications 
 

I-131 therapy training 
 

Thyroid uptake and scan 
quality assurance 

 
SUV quantification and validation

Modalities 
 

SPECT/PET  

Model No. Product Description
RS‐542 Without Head
RS‐545 With Head and Cervical Spine

Model Numbers

RSD Soft  
Tissue

RSD Cortical  
Bone

RSD Trabecular 
Bone

• • •

RSD Materials See page 30 for more information. 

Packing Size Packing Weight
36W x 36D x 36H cm 5 kg
14W x 14D x 14H in 12 lb.

Specifications

Thyroid Phantom  
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WORLDWIDE 
REFERENCE 
STANDARD 
FOR IN-VIVO 
COUNTING 
 
The Lawrence Livermore Realistic Phantom 
was developed under the direction of the 
U.S Department of Energy, primarily as a 
reference standard for the in vivo counting 
of emissions from low-energy transuranic 
nuclides. The organs of interest are the 

lungs, liver and lymph nodes. Each of these may be radioactive or inert. These organs are accommodated in a male 
thorax generally similar to average adult males. This phantom contains a synthetic bone skeleton molded within a 
soft-tissue-equivalent material.

Publication References: 1) Acha R, Brey R, Capello K. A Monte Carlo Simulation of the in vivo measurement of     
lung activity in the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory torso phantom. Health Phys. 2013 Feb;104(2):211-7. DOI: 
https://doi.org/10.1097/HP.0b013e3182765834. PMID: 23274824. 2) Ahmed AS, Capello K, Kramer GH. Assessment of the chest wall thickness 
of the lawrence livermore torso phantom using a voxel image. Health Phys. 2011 Jun;100(6):574-82. DOI: 
https://doi.org/10.1097/HP.0b013e3181ff952f. PMID: 22004927.

Applications 
 

Calibration standard for the 
quantitation of in vivo 

radioactivity 
 

Detector calibration for photons 
deposited in human organs 

 
In vivo counting of emissions 

from various isotopes 
 

Organ bioassays for various isotopes 
 

Model No. Product Description
RS‐500 Lawrence Livermore Realistic Phantom

Model Numbers

Lawrence Livermore 
Realistic Phantom

Organs: All organs are made of soft-tissue equivalent materials. 
Lungs are available with nuclides uniformly dispersed throughout 
the lung molding material. Optional organs (developed by RSD 
and not part of the original DOE specifications) are inert but have 
holes in 2cm2 grids. These either can be filled with inert plugs or 
with active capsules to establish any desired distribution within 
the lungs. 
 
The liver has the same loading flexibility with an additional option 
designed for use with solutions having relatively short half-lives. 
This liver is a hollow shell with a fill/drain port. If the liver is not 
required, it may be replaced with the Abdominal Contents, which 
are also available with a hole matrix, or active. 
 
Chest Overlay Plates: Transuranic emissions from individuals with 
varying amounts of muscle and/or adipose tissue may be so               
attenuated as to be undetectable. Chest overlay plates were            
developed to ensure the validity of in vivo counting of such                        
individuals. There are three sets of plates, each in four graded 
thicknesses. One set is equivalent to 87% adipose and 13%              
muscle, another is equivalent to 50% adipose and 50% muscle, 
and the third is equivalent to 100% muscle. Plates of each                 
material and/or each thickness are available separately. 

Targets: Three sets of concentric circles are drawn in permanent black ink over the 
torso cover and over each chest overlay plate. They range in 1 in. increments from 
1 in. to 5 in. in diameter, with a 5.5 in. diameter outer circle. One set of circles is 
placed over each lung region, with the outer circle tangent to the inferior aspect 
of the clavicle and protruding over the sternum. The third set is placed over the 
liver. A 2cm2 grid is projected in red ink over most of the chest surface by the same 
technique that is used for the circles. All targets are consistent among all      
phantoms. 
 
Isotopes: RSD routinely manufactures active organs with isotopes to suit users’ 
needs. Active capsules to fit into the gridded holes are available, or empty capsules 
can be supplied to be filled by the user. RSD usually supplies the required isotopes, 
but users may furnish them if so desired. Some isotopes are manufactured only 
at intervals throughout the year, so delivery is subject to availability. In some cases, 
calibration costs from governmental sources are subject to wide fluctuations.        
Isotopes are most often received as calibrated solutions, traceable to the NIST. 
Organ loading is controlled by micropipetting aliquots from the calibrated      
solutions. Uraniums and plutoniums are traceable to the NIST by mass. Other        
isotopes are usually traceable by activity. 

Packing Size Packing Weight
51W x 51D x 51H cm 34 kg
20W x 20D x 20H in 75 lb.

Specifications
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Applications 
 

Calibration standard for the 
quantitation of in vivo 

radioactivity 
 

Detector calibration for photons 
deposited in human organs 

 
In vivo counting of emissions 

from various isotopes 
 

Organ bioassays for various isotopes 
 

The same choices of nuclide loadings are available for active organs as for the liver of the Livermore Phantom (uniformly dispersed in the molding materials, 
hollow shells, or with hold grids). These are fitted specifically to the Fission-Product Phantom and are not interchangeable with the Livermore Phantom. 
 
Thyroid Phantom: See page 27 for more information. 
 
Isotopes: RSD routinely manufactures active organs with isotopes to suit users’ needs. Active capsules to fit into the gridded holes are available, or empty 
capsules can be supplied to be filled by the user. RSD usually supplies the required isotopes, but users may furnish them if so desired. Some isotopes are 
manufactured only at intervals throughout the year, so delivery is subject to availability. In some cases, calibration costs from governmental sources are 
subject to wide fluctuations. 
Isotopes are most often received as calibrated solutions, traceable to the NIST. Organ loading is controlled by micropipetting aliquots from the calibrated 
solutions. Uraniums and plutoniums are traceable to the NIST by mass. Other isotopes are usually traceable by activity.

Model No. Product Description
RS‐550 The Fission‐Product Phantom

Model Numbers

Specifications

Packing Size Packing Weight
107W x 51D x 46H cm 75 kg

42W x 20D x 18H in 165 lb.

Fission-Product 
Phantom

MADE FOR NUCLEAR 
POWER STATIONS WITH 
MORE ORGANS THAN THE 
LAWRENCE LIVERMORE 
REALISTIC PHANTOM 
 
The Fission-Product Phantom is partially modeled after 
the Lawrence Livermore Realistic Phantom. It was                 
developed by RSD to meet the needs of nuclear power 
stations and other facilities that require more organs than 
provided by the Lawrence Livermore Realistic Phantom. 
 
This phantom may be used on a couch, in a chair, or        
standing. It includes the head and neck, the complete 
torso, and stub legs articulated at the hips (which are also 
needed for the sitting position). The same access to the 
torso cavity is provided as in the Lawrence Livermore           
Realistic Phantom.

Fission-Product Phantom system includes head, neck, and neck cover plate for thyroid access; 
complete torso and gridded torso cover; inert heart, lungs, lymph nodes, thyroid, liver, kidneys, 
stomach, pancreas, spleen, small and large intestines; stub legs with pivot bolts; documentation; 
and permanent shipping and storage case. 
 
The materials of construction are RSD multi-energetic formulations. The skeleton has been                 
extended to include the head and full torso. The RSD “Superhuman Skeleton,” which is                         
multi-energetic, is used. RSD materials closely meet the standards of the International                         
Commission on Radiation Units and Measurements (ICRU) Report No. 44 (Tissue Substitutes in 
Radiation Dosimetry and Measurement, 1989). 
 
Organs: The organs of the Lawrence Livermore Realistic Phantom fit exactly into the Fission-        
Product Phantom, but RSD has modified the internal construction to accommodate additional 
organs: thyroid, kidneys, stomach, spleen, pancreas, and small and large intestines. The Fission-
Product Phantom system is shipped with inert organs. Any or all organs can be replaced by                
radioactive organs, which are shipped in separate packages.

https://rsdphantoms.com
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Soft Tissues: There are unlimited, small variations in             

density and absorption throughout the human body.                   

Phantom soft tissue is closely controlled to have the average 

density of these tissues. 

 

Skeletons: RSD skeletons are highly detailed polymer        

moldings which reproduce the shape, mass density and           

attenuation coefficients of cortical bone and spongiosa. 

RSD’s proprietary moldings allow for continuous production, 

eliminate the restrictions of human skeleton bones                  

(including limited availability, unethical collection of human 

bone specimen, variable size, and uncertain chemical               

composition), and avoid the loss of marrows in dried natural 

skeletons thereby making RSD skeletons superior to “real 

bone.” 

 

Molds: Molds for the RSD cortical bone and spongiosa were 

made from human skeletons consistent with the sizes of 

the soft tissue molds. 

 

ICRU 44: RSD skeletons conform closely to the standards            

established by the International Commission on Radiation 

Units and Measurements (ICRU Report No. 44); mass density 

is reduced slightly to take into account a small decrease in 

calcium content for older patients.

 
RSD Materials

Energy (MeV) Mean (HU) Calculated (M) μ (ICRU 44) % Difference Ratio
00.08 60.30 0.1948 0.1932 0.0080 0.9921
00.10 52.88 0.1797 0.1795 0.0015 0.9985
00.12 57.10 0.1717 0.1709 0.0044 0.9956
00.14 52.95 0.1623 0.1624 0.0007 1.0007
00.20 ‐‐ 0.1477 0.1439 0.0261 0.9746
00.30 ‐‐ 0.1245 0.1246 0.0004 1.0004
00.60 ‐‐ 0.0950 0.0941 0.0101 0.9900
00.80 ‐‐ 0.0825 0.0826 0.0013 1.0013
01.00 ‐‐ 0.0744 0.0743 0.0018 0.9982
02.00 ‐‐ 0.0520 0.0519 0.0018 0.9982
03.00 ‐‐ 0.0351 0.0357 0.0171 1.0174
06.00 ‐‐ 0.0288 0.0291 0.0088 1.0088
08.00 ‐‐ 0.0252 0.0255 0.0098 1.0099
10.00 ‐‐ 0.0229 0.0232 0.0149 1.0151
15.00 ‐‐ 0.0203 0.0203 0.0015 0.9985
20.00 ‐‐ 0.0189 0.0189 0.0017 1.0017

Energy (MeV) Mean (HU) Calculated (M) μ (ICRU 44) % Difference Ratio
00.08 1365 0.4345 0.4280 0.0151 0.9851
00.10 1048 0.3496 0.3562 0.0184 1.0188
00.12 0977 0.3211 0.3274 0.0191 1.0195
00.14 0902 0.2932 0.2986 0.0180 1.0184
00.20 ‐‐ 0.2511 0.2513 0.0009 1.0009
00.30 ‐‐ 0.2155 0.2137 0.0084 0.9916
00.60 ‐‐ 0.1596 0.1598 0.0011 1.0011
00.80 ‐‐ 0.1403 0.1402 0.0010 0.9990
01.00 ‐‐ 0.1274 0.1261 0.0106 0.9895
02.00 ‐‐ 0.0883 0.0885 0.0017 1.0017
03.00 ‐‐ 0.0611 0.0625 0.0229 1.0235
06.00 ‐‐ 0.0512 0.0525 0.0246 1.0253
08.00 ‐‐ 0.0468 0.0474 0.0120 1.0121
10.00 ‐‐ 0.0446 0.0444 0.0039 0.9962
15.00 ‐‐ 0.0410 0.0409 0.0016 0.9984
20.00 ‐‐ 0.0393 0.0397 0.0102 1.0103

Energy (MeV) Mean (HU) Calculated (M) μ (ICRU 44) % Difference Ratio
00.08 551 0.2849 ‐‐ ‐‐ ‐‐
00.10 515 0.2586 ‐‐ ‐‐ ‐‐
00.12 439 0.2337 ‐‐ ‐‐ ‐‐
00.14 318 0.1541 ‐‐ ‐‐ ‐‐

RSD SOFT TISSUE

RSD CORTICAL BONE

RSD TRABECULAR BONE (SPONGIOSA)MATERIALS DENSITY (g/cc)
RSD Soft Tissue (Opaque) 1.08

RSD Soft Tissue (Transparent) 1.10
RSD Cortical Bone 1.18

RSD Trabecular Bone 1.17

LINEAR ATTENUATION DATA  
 

1.     Monte Carlo simulation was used to calculate linear attenuation 

        coefficients as a function of beam.  

2.     Monte Carlo results were validated with linear attenuation 

        coefficients derived from Hounsfield Unit measurements at 

        discreet energy levels.  

3.     RSD Phantom material linear attenuation data was compared 

        to NIST data using ICRU Report 44 compositions of human tissues.  

4.     NIST data was interpolated when necessary. 
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RSD In Action 
Keele University’s School of Health and    
Rehabilitation opened a state-of-the-art    
radiography suite using RSD’s PIXY Phantom 
to highlight the practice of hands-on training 
with visual reinforcement.

Book a Virtual 
Appointment 
with RSD 
 

Our team looks forward to connecting with 
you to discuss all your phantom wants 
and needs. 
 

We invite you to schedule a 30-minute 
virtual appointment with our team 
because there’s much more to see 
with RSD! 
 
Don’t go phantom… Let’s connect! 
 

Visit bit.ly/rsdphantoms today!

https://rsdphantoms.com
https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLIjFT_hRIRxnIcAS98xNP6GVtck0Xz_NJ
https://bit.ly/rsdphantoms
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